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Welcome 
•  Introductions 
•  Purpose/Outcomes 

IBO Mission Statement: 
The International Baccalaureate® aims to develop inquiring, 
knowledgeable and caring young people who help to create a better 
and more peaceful world through intercultural understanding and 
respect…These programmes encourage students across the world to 
become active, compassionate and lifelong learners who understand 
that other people, with their differences, can also be right. 
 
SSP Mission Statement: 
Ignite a passion in every learner to inquire, continuously improve and 
engage in positively changing our world. 

DROPBOX: 
http://bit.ly/naturalchange_IBCHI2015 



Reflective Writing 
•  Improvement Survey 



Scenarios 
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Natural Change Process 
• What is it? What are the essential components? 

How do they fit together? 



Natural Change Process 
• Complex processes involved when thinking, 

reflecting or making a decision 
• Nervous system is: 

• Data-gathering 
• Emotional-processing 
• Meaning-creation 
• Decisional/implementing 

~Schein, 1987 



Natural Change Process 
• Presuppositons 

• Discover “reality of life” through 5 senses 
•  “Authentic feelings and emotions” grow out of 

sensory experiences 
•  “Meaning is something we have to work at 

constantly” 
• Reflections include projecting toward future 



Natural Change Process 
• Whole-system process 

• Uses senses, memories and feelings 
•  4 stages/levels 

• Objective 
• Reflective 
•  Interpretive 
• Decisional 

 



Natural Change Process 
• What is it? What are the essential 

components? How do they fit together? 
•  Jigsaw 

•  Chapter 3 from The Art of Focused Conversation: 1000 Ways 
to Access Group Wisdom in the Workplace. Edited by Brian 
Stansfield. Canadian Institute for Cultural Affairs, 2000. 

• ALL: “Applying Method…” p. 25 
•  A: Objective p. 25-26 
•  B: Reflective p. 26-27 
•  C: Interpretive p. 27-28 
•  D: Decisional p. 28-29 



Focused Conversation Method 





What does baseball have to do with natural change? 



ORID Shared Decision-Making Process 





Let’s  
revisit 





Let’s practice… 
•  Identify problem/challenge 

•  xxx 

• Develop ORID questions 
•  Objective 
•  Reflective 
•  Interpretive 
•  Decisional 

 



Making ORID Visible… 

Facts Reactions Options Decision 



Application… 
•  Identify problem/challenge 

•  xxx 

• Develop ORID questions 
•  Objective 
•  Reflective 
•  Interpretive 
•  Decisional 

 
• Share/practice with partner 



Closing 
•  In what ways does the ORID process align with 

the IB Learner Profile? 





Thank You! 

Dr. Dave Webb:  
dave.webb@sspps.org or @SSP_Super 
 
Dr. Chad Schmidt:  
chad.schmidt@sspps.org or @chad_schmidt 

DROPBOX: 
http://bit.ly/naturalchange_IBCHI2015 


